
We collected 54 samples from the CGC JAMES that we

used for the Ionscan and the GC-MS. These samples

were collected from 3 different decks and those that

were participating in the drug offload pathway. Each

sample was swabbed side-by-side with a three-finger

mild pressure.

Trace Drug Contamination on Vessel Carrying Multi-Ton

Loads of Cocaine

Abstract
The Coast Guard uses the Ionscan 500DT to

identify cocaine contaminated surfaces and obtain probable

cause to search during drug interdiction. Field data sampling

of USCGC JAMES will serve as a proxy to determine

average amounts of cocaine expected on various individuals

and platforms involved in muti-ton drug transportation. GC-

MS method will be used to quantify cocaine levels at all steps

and determine trace cocaine levels.

Background

Materials and Methods

Figure 3 outlines the process through which a cocaine smuggling vessel are swabbed, and

trace cocaine is detected via the Ionscan 500DT shown in figure 5 to establish probable

cause for Coast Guard law enforcement purposes. Our research aimed at answering the

question: what are average trace cocaine levels found on multi-ton drug smuggling vessels?

The USCGC James served as a proxy during on of their most successful drug offloads during

which approximately one-billion dollars worth of drugs were seized. Packages of cocaine are

offloaded from suspect vessels and transferred by small craft to the CG ship for inventory and

secure storage. If packages have surface contamination or have breaches and leaking,

cocaine contamination of vessel surfaces and personnel is possible along the transfer route.

Results

GC-MS 
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Figure 2: Cocaine mass spectrum and fragmentation

pattern. m/z 182 is an abundant fragment used to

detect cocaine. The d3-cocaine internal standard is

detected with m/z 185.

Figure 3: Trace cocaine contamination, detection, and establishing probable cause to search via the Ionscan

500 DT
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Conclusions

Drug interdiction is one of the Coast Guard's eleven

statutory missions. In the U.S. Government's Fiscal

Year (FY) 2016 report, the Coast Guard removed

approximately 200,941 kilograms of cocaine

equivalent to approximately $5.8 billion total

wholesale. The USCG is at the frontline of interdicting

these drugs. The current analytical instrument used in

the field is the Ionscan 500DT. This instrument serves

as a presumptive test indicating if 1 ng or more of

cocaine is present on the sample. Laboratory

instruments such as gas chromatography mass

spectrometry (GC-MS) lead to more certain cocaine

identification and serves as a confirmatory analysis.

This method scans individual ions and displays their

total quantity within a sample on a chromatogram.

An Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph and a 5975 mass

spectrometer was used to separate and detect

cocaine contamination. The column is nonpolar 5%

phenyl polydimethylsiloxane, 30 m, 0.25 mm ID, 0.25

mm phase thickness. Temperature was ramped from

150 C to x at x C/min. The MS was operated in SIM

mode. Ion 182 was used to detect cocaine and 185

was used to detect d3-cocaine internal standard.

Based on the work that has completed so far with the GC-MS we

have been able to determine different factors that can influence the

detection limit. Using the SIM mode, more sensitive, on the GC-MS

allows for a better peak to noise ratio compared to the full scan

mode. Still applying the SIM mode to the GC-MS we determined the

cocaine threshold limit of 1 ng/mL and still can be detectable at

lower concentrations. The issue when dealing with lower

concentrations is the noise to peak ratio and if it is quantifiable and

can be used against defendants in court.

Vessels carrying multi-ton quantities of drugs typically have trace

contamination between 0-100 ng trace cocaine and 42.59% are

above 10 ng. Also, 74% of samples that were ran through the GC-

MS and Ionscan 500DT yielded the same result. Next, the Ionscan

500DT is best utilized for obtaining probable cause. In conclusion,

the results from the Ionscan and the GC-MS will help build a

stronger case in criminal drug trials regarding trace analysis.
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A Smiths Detection Ionscan 500DT ion mobility

spectrometer was used to detect cocaine

contamination on swabs.

Ionscan 500DT

Figure 1: Cocaine being offloaded

from a semi-submersible by CG

personnel from CGC Stratton

Figure 4: GC-MS extraction procedures

Figure 7: Cocaine Masses vs. Ionscan 500DT Cumulative Amp. Of CGC JAMES  Collected 

Samples
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Cocaine Mass versus the Ionscan Cumulative Amplitutde

Figure 2: USCGC James billion-dollar cocaine/marijuana offload 

February 17, 2022.

Figure 5: IONSCAN 500DT with a 

detection limit of 1 ng

Figure 6: GC-MS with a detection limit of 0.01 ng

Figure 5: GC-MS histogram of cocaine masses from samples collected on CGC 

James.

Figure 6: Ionscan 500DT histogram of cocaine masses from samples collected on CGC 

James.

Drugs were onloaded from the stern to the bow for storage and offloaded inversely. Several areas such as the flight hanger 

detected no trace contaminants. While the largest mass of cocaine detected was 706.37 ng found on a crew member 

carrying drugs for the offload. Even though this was the largest amount of cocaine found, it is still smaller than a granule of 

sugar. Figure 5 is the histogram of the cocaine masses that were found onboard CGC JAMES using the GC-MS. You can 

see that most of the cocaine found on the cutter ranged between 0 to 100 ng which is detectable by both GC-MS and 

Ionscan. The mean cocaine mass was 31.01 ng which falls within that range and might help the Coast Guard reconsider the 

regulations for determining an instrument that best fits trace cocaine detection. Lastly, the median found was 5.87 ng.

Figure 6 illustrates the cumulative amplitude that was found onboard CGC JAMES using the Ionscan. The average 

cumulative amplitude that was determined is 2974 and the median is 1669.5. Due to the median and mean not being the 

same it tell us that the data is skewed to the left. After comparing instrument outcomes, the GC-MS had a higher quantity of 

positive cocaine results than the Ionscan. However, 74% of the sample outcomes agreed across both instruments. One 

explanation for variance is due to the GC-MS parameters isolating for cocaine while the Ionscan detected other 

contaminants like heroin, nitrate, TATP, and TNT. Also, due to the swabs samples not being taken in identical spots this may 

lead to differences in trace contamination. Another relationship we analyzed was cocaine mass from the GC-MS and 

cocaine cumulative amplitude from the Ionscan. Most of the samples fell within the 0-100 ng range as evident in the scatter 

plot. As you can see the cumulative amplitude is highly variable across the samples. We opted to delve deeper into this 

relationship and look for patterns between these variables. Therefore, we generated a 95% confidence interval for the 

cumulative amplitude of cocaine for varying mass quantities ranging from 0-140 ng. We wanted to see if higher quantities of 

cocaine mass yielded a narrower cocaine cumulative amplitude confidence interval. As pictured on the graphic, there was 

no correlation amongst higher cocaine quantities and cumulative amplitude confidence. This may have been attributed to 

the 0-50 ng region containing more data points than the higher cocaine masses.
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